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REQUEST FOR USE OF THE eCDF SYSTEM  
1.   
Identification numbers of the applicant
(all 3 numbers mandatory)
Luxemburgish National Id Number:
 of the legal entity
Luxemburgish RCS Number:
Luxemburgish VAT Identification Number:
LU
2.   
Trade name / Corporate Name / Surname and first names
3.   
Headquarters / Residence
Country and postcode:
-
City:
Street:
No.:
Phone:
4.   
Person(s) responsible(s) with signature rights
(signing person(s))
Surname(s) / First name(s):
Capacity:
E-mail:
5.   
Business domain(s) concerned by this request
(mandatory information)
6.   
Access request
or modification request
7.   
eCDF account manager using the certificate under point 8
Surname:
First name:
E-mail:
Phone:
8.   
Account manager's Luxtrust certificate  (the eCDF access rights can not be created without the folowing mandatory information)
a)   
mandatory: The Luxtrust document "Certificate Status" must be printed and added to this request form (use the function "Test of my certificate" on the main
page of the www.luxtrust.lu website and the print button in order to find the "Certificate Status" showing the "SSN" serial number and the "Organizational Unit")
b)  
mandatory: "SSN" (20 digits):
c)  
mandatory: "Organizational Unit" identifier alias "OU"  :
The request will only be considered if it is completely filled out and accompanied by the specific terms, signed by the person(s) responsible(s) for the legal entity. The request has to be sent at the address specified at the top of the form.
Signed in
, on
(Signature(s) and seal of the person(s) responsible(s) for the legal entity)
Reserved to the administration
Date of receipt:
Special eCDF Terms and Conditions
The State Information Technology Centre (Centre des Technologies de l'Information de l'État - CTIE) makes the “eCDF” system (www.ecdf.lu) available to professional users in order to allow them to prepare, gather, validate and electronically transmit the financial data that needs to be provided on a regular basis to the various administrative authorities and to the Commercial and Companies Registry (Registre de Commerce et des Sociétés - RCSL). The “eCDF” system makes those data available to the different concerned public administrations.
In order to be able to access the “eCDF” system, users are required to submit an authorisation application to the CTIE in charge of the access (whose address appears on the access application form).
In order to be allowed to transmit financial data via XML files, “eCDF” users are required to use an accounting tool which has already successfully passed the CTIE validation tests. Financial data may only be transmitted by electronic files compliant to an active version of the structure and the technical standards defined by the CTIE. An application for XML access must contain information about the accounting tool used.
By connecting to the “eCDF” system, the user accepts and agrees to the legal notice and the special terms and conditions, as well as to any updates or modifications thereof, which may be made at any time and which are directly available on the website.
Use of the “eCDF” system is subject to the legislation concerning the administrations involved and also to further directives, decisions or additional conditions which are deemed to be part of the special terms and conditions. 
One of the special conditions concerning the annual accounts and the standard chart of accounts is that, after the data in question have been prepared, transmitted and validated in the “eCDF” system, they must, by law, be officially deposited with the RCSL (www.rcsl.lu). Disregard of the special terms and conditions will result in immediate withdrawal of the authorisation to use the “eCDF” system.
Upon connection to the “eCDF” system, the user is authenticated by means of a professional certificate issued by the company Luxtrust S.A., allowing the system to  determine the user's identity in an unambiguous and verifiable way through the "OU".
All “eCDF” users, including the account manager, are obliged to take the necessary precautions to protect the PIN code and/or any other sensitive data related to their certificate, and to immediately notify the organisation issuing the certificate, in case any of those elements has been divulged or used for any fraudulent purposes. Users of the “eCDF” system have the sole responsibility for any access to the “eCDF” system using their certificate and for every other access gained through their certificate which might result from negligence on their part.
Within the context of the electronic transmission of financial data, the utilisation by the user of the authentication elements is equivalent to his signature and proves that he is the author of the file transmission and the data storage in the “eCDF” system. This provision is subject to any later changes regarding electronic signatures. Users of the “eCDF” system are fully accountable for any direct or indirect loss or damage that may result from any unlawful, wrongful or improper access to, or use of, the system or from any attempted access or use of that kind, including in particular any loss or damage resulting from non-compliance with security instructions or from acts of third parties.
When financial data are captured or transmitted on behalf of a client other than the holder of the professional certificate being used, the State will assume that a valid mandate exists between the principal and the agent. The mandate must be specified in the State's mandate management system and will be referenced by the “eCDF” system.
In case of objection of transmitted data, the files sent electronically to the CTIE using the “eCDF” system will be considered as original source.
Users access the “eCDF” system through the Internet communication network. Users declare to be fully aware of, and accept, the nature and technical performances of the Internet and its risks, and to take the necessary precautions in order to prevent the transmission of viruses, in particular by using regularly updated virus detection software.
The CTIE cannot be held liable for any dysfunctions in the “eCDF” system, which are caused either by Internet problems or, generally due to any cause which cannot be directly ascribed to the CTIE. The CTIE cannot be held liable for a user's hardware failure or hardware inadequacy, for the fraudulent use of the user's secret data, either by the user himself or by a third party, nor for any damage to the user's computer hardware, or the data stored thereon, during or after the connection to the “eCDF” system. The CTIE does not guarantee that the services offered will not be interruped or affected in any other way due to technical problems and cannot be held liable for any resulting problems affecting the users.
Any downloadable content in the “eCDF” system may only be downloaded by the user through the Internet at his own risk. The CTIE cannot be held liable for any poor-quality reception or non-receipt.
The CTIE may at any time discontinue, modify or add functionalities, and/or introduce limits, whether particular or general, applicable to the various functionalities.
In case of divergences between the French version of these special terms and conditions and the German or English version, the French version prevails
, on
(Before signing, please write by hand "read and approved")
First name:
Surname:
(Signature(s) and seal of the person acting for the legal entity)
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